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Abstract

We consider the problem of moving the system state between dif�

ferent equilibrium points� For systems whose linearizations are expo�

nentially stable along a curve connecting the given points we show

that the transfer can be achieved in �nite time� The result can be

extended to systems whose linearizations are stabilizable�

� Introduction

Consider a nonlinear system of the form x � f�x� u�� An equilibrium point
�stationary point� corresponding to a constant control u� is a point x� such
that f�x�� u�� � �� In the process industry the controlled system is often
operated at several di�erent equilibrium points� corresponding to di�erent
set�points� It is then necessary to transfer the system state from one equilib�
rium point to another� The purpose of this paper is to investigate conditions
under which it is possible to do this� We will concentrate on the situation
where two equilibrium points in the x�u�space are connected via a curve
consisting of equilibrium points�

Some problems related to ours have been treated in the literature� In ���
a single input nonlinear system is uniformly approximated such that the sys�
tems agree to �rst order on the set of equilibrium points and the approximate
system is input�to�state linearizable in an neighborhood of the equilibrium
points� Then a control law for the feedback linearized system is used to
control the system in a neighborhood of the equilibrium points�

A time�varying linear quadratic controller is derived in ��� for changing
the set�point of a nonlinear system�
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In ��� a robust controller design method is proposed� The system is lin�
earized around all stationary points and a robust controller is designed for
each such system� The set�point can then be changed by switching among
the controllers�

Here follow some notations and de�nitions we use� A matrix A is called
Hurwitz if all its eigenvalues belong strictly to the left half plane� A positive
�semi�� de�nite matrix is denoted P � �� �P � ��� The functional matrix of
f�x� u� w�r�t� x is denoted fx�x� u�� Br�xc� is a ball of radius r� centered at
xc of appropriate dimension and dist�x� y� is the Euclidean distance function�

� Set�Point Transfer

Consider the following nonlinear dynamic system

x � f�x� u�� f 
 Rn � R
m � R

n � ���

where f�x� u� is a twice continuously di�erentiable function of the state x
and control u� The stationary points or equilibria are given by the set

E � f �x� u� � R
n � R

m j f�x� u� � � g� ���

Among these the asymptotically stable points are given by

Eas � f �x� u� � R
n � R

m j f�x� u� � � � fx�x� u� is Hurwitz g� �	�

The states that can be made stationary by an admissible choice of the
control will be called stationarizable points of ��� and are given by the pro�
jection of the set E onto the state space� i�e��

S � f x � R
n j �u � R

m f�x� u� � � g� ���

If m � � we have a curve of stationarizable points and if m � � we get a
hyper surface implicitly parameterized by the control u� Similarly the set of
asymptotically stable stationarizable points of ��� are given by

Sas � f x � R
n j �u � R

m f�x� u� � � � fx�x� u� is Hurwitz g� ���

The set Sas is important since it consists of all practical operating points of
the system ���� which can be used without a stabilizing controller�

Note that if the dynamics is given by a set of polynomial di�erential
equations then the above sets can be described by multivariate polynomial
equalities and inequalities in x and u� A survey of computational tools for
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these so called semi�algebraic sets can be found in �	�� In ��� computations
of equilibria for nonlinear aircraft dynamics using computer algebra methods
is addressed� For systems modeled by polynomial di�erential equations the
results in this paper can be constructively utilized using the tools in the
abovementioned papers�

In this paper we will investigate the following problem


Given two points xa � Sas and xb � Sas� Is it possible to transfer
the state from xa to a neighborhood of xb in �nite time�

For a linear system� x � Ax�Bu� we know that this is possible for any two
points on Sas if A is Hurwitz since the system then is globally asymptotically
stable for any constant u 	 u�� which corresponds to the stationary point
x� � 
A

��Bu��
For nonlinear systems the situation is much more intricate� First� it is

usually hard to determine global asymptotic stability of the system� Second�
E or Eas may consist of several non connected components even if S or Sas
are connected� An example of this is the scalar system

x � �u� � �u
 x � 	��u� 
 �u� x� 	��x
 u�� ���

The set E consists of two parabolas and one straight line in the u�x�space� se
Figure �� The linearizations along the parabolas are asymptotically stable�
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Figure �
 Equilibrium points of ���� Solid lines
 asymptotically stable lin�
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 unstable linearizations�

	



while the linearizations along the straight line are unstable� The set Eas is
thus not connected� while its projection Sas on the x�axis is�

In practise it is often possible to transfer the system state between two
asymptotically stable stationary points on the same component by changing
the control input slowly between its corresponding initial and �nal values�
This suggests that if we can only keep the state su�ciently close to the set
of asymptotically stable stationarizable points during the transfer we will
succeed�

In this paper we will show that given a curve � � Sas entirely in one
component of Sas� starting at xa and ending at xb� it is possible to transfer
the state from xa to a neighborhood of xb in a �nite amount of time�

To estimate the region of attraction of a curve of asymptotically stable
stationarizable points we need the following lemma�

Lemma � Let As 
 s � � � R
n�n be a continuous matrix valued function

where � � R is a closed interval� Furthermore� assume that As is Hurwitz for
all s � �� Then there exist uniform bounds on the solution of the following
Lyapunov equation

AT
s Ps � PsAs � 
I� P T

s � Ps� ���

i�e�� there exists constants �m � �M �� such that

�mI � Ps � �MI� s � �� ���

Proof� Since As is Hurwitz it is well known that that equation ��� has
a unique positive de�nite solution� see ���� Now� ��� is a system of linear
equations and the uniqueness of its solution implies that the corresponding
determinant is nonzero� This means that the entries of Ps are continuous
functions of the entries of As since the solution of a nonsingular system of
linear equations can be expressed as rational functions of the entries of the
system matrix and the right hand side vector �this follows from the formula
for the inverse of a matrix� M�� � det�M���adj�M���

The eigenvalues of a matrix are continuous functions of the matrix entries�
see ���� This means that the smallest and largest eigenvalue� �min�Ps� and
�max�Ps� respectively� of a symmetric matrix also are continuous functions
of the entries of Ps �minimum and maximum of a number of continuous
functions gives continuous functions��

Using that compositions of continuous functions is continuous we have
that �min�Ps� and �max�Ps� are continuous functions of s�

Now� �min�Ps� and �max�Ps� are continuous functions over a closed interval
�� Hence� they attain �nite minimum and maximum values on �� i�e�� there
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exists �m � �M �� such that

�min�Ps� � �m and �max�Ps� � �M s � ��

To show the matrix inequalities in the lemma we use the fact that the
symmetric matrix Ps can be written as Ps � QT

s �sQs� where Q
T
sQs � I and

�s is diagonal� This gives

Ps 
 �mI � QT
s ��s 
 �mI�Qs � �

since �m is less than or equal to all entries of �s� The other inequality is
shown similarly and the lemma follows� �

Theorem � Let xa and xb be two points in Sas that can be joined by a
continuous curve � � Sas� Also assume that � can be chosen to be the
projection on Sas of a continuous curve �� � Eas� Then the state of system ���
can be transferred from xa to a arbitrary neighborhood of xb in a �nite amount
of time�

Proof� Let the curve �� be parameterized as u � us � ��s� and x � xs �
 �s� where we can assume� without loss of generality� that xa �  ��� and
xb �  ����

Let xs denote an arbitrarily point on � and us the corresponding control
�we have f�xs� us� � ��� Let �� be the set �� � f x j dist�x��� � � g
where dist is the Euclidean distance function� Since f is twice continuously
di�erentiable� the linearization of ��� on � �keeping us �xed� can be written

d
dt
�x
 xs� � As�x
 xs� � gs�x�� As � fx�xs� us� ���

where jgs�x�j � Kjx
 xsj
�� x � �� and� K � supdist	x�
��� jfxx�x� us�j� see ����

Now� de�ne the following positive de�nite function

Vs�x� � �x
 xs�
TPs�x
 xs�� P

T
s � Ps � �� ����

Using Lemma � it is easy to show that Vs�x� is a local Lyapunov function for
system ��� at xs� Here As � fx�xs� us� � fx� �s�� ��s�� ful�lls the conditions
of Lemma � and Ps can be uniformly bounded on �� Furthermore� we have

Vs�x� � �x
 xs��A
T
s Ps � PsAs��x
 xs� � ��x
 xs�Psgs�x�

� 
jx
 xsj
� � ��x
 xs�

TPsgs�x��

Here we used ��� to get the third inequality� Now� using the bound on gs�x�
from ��� we get

Vs�x� � 
jx
 xsj
� � ��MKjx
 xsj

� � 
	jx
 xsj
� ����
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where 	 � ��
 ��MKjx
 xsj�� From here on we assume that jx
 xsj � r��
r� � min���

�
��MK

�� which gives 	 � �
�
and Vs�x� � 
�

�
jx
 xsj

��
Now�

jx
 xsj
� � �x
 xs�

T I�x
 xs� �
�
�m
�x
 xs�

TPs�x
 xs� �
�
�m
Vs�x� ����

which gives

Vs�x� � 
 �
��m

Vs�x��

Integrating both sides of the inequality between t� and t and using Gron�
wall!s inequality ��� gives the following estimate of the rate of convergence to
the state xs � �

Vp�x�t�� � Vp�x�t���e
�

�
��m

	t�t�� ��	�

which using ���� gives the following estimate

jx�t�
 xpj
� � Vp	x	t���

�m
e
�

�
��m

	t�t�� ����

Now using the upper bound on the Lyapunov function we �nally get the
following estimate of the rate of decrease of the distance between x�t� and xs

jx�t�
 xsj
� � jx�t��
 xsj

� �M
�m
e
�

�
��m

	t�t��� ����

The condition jx 
 xsj � r� restricts the region of states for which in�

equality ���� is valid to jx�t��
xsj � r�
q

�m
�M

� r � r�� This gives a uniform

estimate on both the region of attraction and rate of convergence for points
on ��

We can de�ne a �nite number�say N � of points x�� � � � � xN on � in such
a way that dist�xj� xj�� � r
	� j � �� � � � � N 
 �� x� � xa and xN � xb�
Let uj� j � �� � � � � N be the corresponding control variables on ��� We now
describe how to transfer the state from Br���xj� to Br���xj��� Assuming
that the state belongs to Br���xj�� choose the control u � uj�� The state
then belongs also to the ball Br�xj��� After at most T � 	�m log�

��M
�m
�

units of time �the time it takes to reduce the radius to r
�
� we know that the

state belongs to Br���xj�� from the estimate ����� The same procedure can
now be used to reach Br���xj�� etc� Hence� an estimate of the total time
for transferring the state between xa and Br���xb� is NT � Using again the
estimate ���� we conclude that the state can come arbitrarily close to xb in
a �nite amount of time� �
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Remark� From the proof it is clear that the state also can be transferred
from an initial point in a neighborhood of xa to a neighborhood of xb in �nite
time�

If the linearization of the system is not asymptotically stable� there is the
possibility of active stabilization by state feedback� We �rst give a technical
lemma�

Lemma � Let the matrices As and Bs depend continuously on the parameter
s which belongs to a closed interval �� and assume that As� Bs is stabilizable
for all s � �� Also assume that the linear dependence structure of the con�
trollability matrix �Bs� AsBs� � � � � A

n��
s Bs� is the same for all s � � �i�e� if

some columns are linearly independent �dependent� for some s � � they are
so for all s � ��� Then it is possible to choose Ls such that

As 
BsLs is Hurwitz� s � �

and Ls depends continuously on s�

Proof� �sketch� Since the dependence structure of the controllability matrix
is independent of s� it is possible to choose an invertible transformation
matrix Ts that depends continuously on s such that

T��s AsTs �

�
A��s A��s

� A��s

�
� T��s Bs �

�
B��s �

�
����

where the block matrices A��s� B��s form a controllable pair and A��s corre�
sponds to the uncontrollable modes� For a description of this canonical form
see e�g� ���� It follows that A��s is Hurwitz� By choosing A��s� B��s to be in
controller form� it is easy to see that the feedback coe�cients will depend
continuously on s if the desired eigenvalue location for A��s depends contin�
uously on s� �

We can now present a strengthened form of Theorem ��

Theorem � Let xa and xb be two points in S that can be joined by a con�
tinuous curve � � S� Assume that � can be chosen to be the projection on S
of a continuous curve �� � E� parameterized by some s belonging to a closed
interval �� Let the linearization As � fx�x�s�� u�s��� Bs � fu�x�s�� u�s�� sat�
isfy the technical conditions of Lemma �� Then the state of system ��� can
be transferred from xa to an arbitrary neighborhood of xb in a �nite amount
of time�
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Proof� From Lemma � it follows that there exists a continuous feedback
matrix Ls such that As 
 BsLs is Hurwitz� Now the rest of the proof of
Theorem � applies with As substituted by As 
 BsLs since this matrix sat�
is�es the requirements of Lemma �� However� the procedure �control law�
for transferring the state from Br���xj� to Br���xj�� has to be modi�ed as
follows� Assuming that the state belongs to Br���xj�� choose the control
u � uj�
Lj��x
xj�� and we get the same estimate of the �nite transfer
time between Br���xj� and Br���xj�� as in the proof of Theorem � and the
theorem follows� �

� Examples

Example � Consider system ��� whose stationary points are shown in Fig�
ure 	� It follows immediately from Theorem 	 that it is possible to move
between arbitrary states in �
�� �� or in �
���� by moving along one of
the parabolas� Actually one can show that it is possible to move e�g� between
x � 
� and x � � by applying Theorem 	 twice� The theorem shows that
it is possible to move from x � 
� to x � � along the right parabola� The
control can then be momentarily switched to move to the neighborhood of an
equilibrium on the left parabola� Theorem 	 and the remark after our proof of
it can then be used to show that the state can be moved along the left parabola
to x � ��

Example � DC�motor�
Consider the following model of a DC�motor

v� � L d
dt
i�Ri �K�u�

J � � 
B� �K�ui
����

where i is the current� the control signal u is the �eld current� � is the angular
velocity� and v� the applied voltage� We let the state variables be

x� � i

v�
R
� x� � �

and rewrite the equations ���� in state space form

x� � 

�

L
x� 


K�

LR
ux�

x� � 

B

J
x� �

K�

J
ux� �

K�v�
JR

u�

����
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The stationary points of ���� are parameterized by u according to

x� � 

K�K�v�u

�

R�BR �K�K�u��
� x� �

K�v�u

BR �K�K�u�
�

which corresponds to an ellipse �
� � u ��� in the state space� Let u � s
then the matrix for a linearization of the system is

As �

�

 �

L

K�s

LR
K�s
J


B
J

�
�

Using the Routh stability criterion we get the following inequalities

J �BL

JL
� ��

BR �K�K�s
�

JLR
� ��

which are satis�ed for all s since the physical values of the parameters are
always positive� Hence� the linearization is globally asymptotically stable for
all s�

The conditions of Theorem 	 is satis�ed for all points on the curve of
stationarizable points and hence the state can be transferred between any two
points on this curve in �nite time �except the point corresponding to u � s �
����

Note that the system in this example is globally asymptotically stable for
any �xed u since its linearized dynamics �for �xed u� corresponds to the
nonlinear dynamics �the system is bilinear��

Example � Cruise control for aircrafts
Consider a very simpli�ed model for velocity control of an aircraft

x� � x� 
 f�x��

x� � 
x� � u
����

Here x� is the velocity� x� is the engine thrust and f�x�� � x�� 
 �x� � �
is the aerodynamic drag� The expression for the drag is typical for some
�ghter aircrafts operating at high angle of attack and low speed� The mass
is normalized to 	 and we have assumed a �rst order system response from
pilot command to engine thrust�

The stationarizable points is given by the parabola

x�� 
 �x� � � � x�� ����
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A linearization of the system around �x��� x
�
�� on the parabola is given by

" x �

�
�
 �x�� �
� 
�

�
"x �

�
�
�

�
"u

where "x � �x� 
 x��� x� 
 x��� and "u � u 
 u�� We observe that the lin�
earization is asymptotically stable if x�� � �� However� since the linearization
is controllable �and hence stabilizable� for all points on the parabola we can
always �nd a linear state feedback that stabilizes the linearization around each
stationarizable point� According to Theorem � it is possible to transfer the
state between points on the parabola �����

Let u � us 
 L�x
 xs�� where L �
�
� �

�
� This expression together with

a parameterization of the parabola gives the control law

u � 
�x� 
 �x� � � � �s� 	s
��

which can be used to follow the parabola by changing s in small steps� see
Figure ��
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Figure �
 Transfer between equilibrium points of ����� Solid line
 trajectory
corresponding to small increments of s� dashed line
 equilibrium points�

Example � Consider the following system

x� � 
x�� � x�

x� � 
x�� 
 x� 
 x�� � u
����

��



The stationarizable points is the cubic x� � x�� and the system matrices of a
linearization around a point �x��� x

�
�� on this curve is

A �

�

	�x���

� �

�x�� 
�
 	�x���

�

�
� B �

�
�
�

�

It can be shown that the linearized system is asymptotically stable for all
points on the cubic except for 	 � x�� � �� where 	 � 
���� is a root
of a polynomial of degree 
� However� the linearized system is controllable
everywhere and hence the state can be transferred between any two points on
the cubic in �nite time according to Theorem ��

� Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the problem of moving the state from one
equilibrium point to another� We have shown that it is possible to transfer
the state between two such points in �nite time if they can be joined by
a continuous curve of equilibria� provided the linearization at each point is
stabilizable�
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